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ICCS BSP/CASS Form Procedures

How can I implement ICCS in a specific country?

In order to add ICCS to new countries the forms must be downloaded from the ICCS Members Page: www.iata.org/iccs-users

You will need to register first, on the right side of the website, registration (external users only).

The Account Manager will then be notified and approve your access request. Then go to the ICCS Forms tab, under icon BSP/CASS forms and select the appropriate form. You will need the form bspcass_all_other_countries.xls and then select your airline and the country(ies) you need. Certain BSPs have separate forms which is easily visible in the right hand menu:
**IATA Currency Clearance Service (ICCS)**

**Simplifying the Business of Airline Treasury**

The BSP/CASS Form will look as following:

It is important to follow the guide on the first sheet to ensure form will be properly completed and also avoid delays due to a rejection of the form.

---

**FROM:** EVA AIRWAYS BR - 695

**DATE:** 03-Sep-12

**Standard Instructions**

Following our membership of the ICCS and our decision to use it for **BSP Peru**

we hereby attach our Standard Instructions to you, until further notice. Please note that all receivables proceeds should be paid in the following currency to the below account:

**Beneficiary:** EVA AIRWAYS BR - 695

**CURRENCY** *(mandatory):* 

**IBAN** *(account number)*

**Bank Name:**

**SWIFT:**

**ICCS Account Participant ID** *(mandatory)*

*(e.g. XBEUR, XBLON)*

Your confirmation as to their acceptance should be conveyed to the Officer designated therein.

---

**Signed By**

**Name:**

**Signature:**
How can I stop ICCS in a specific country?

As per the previous question, Stop form can be downloaded from the ICCS Member Page as well, you will find them under the same section under icon BSP/CASS forms:

It is important to note, the ICCS Stop form is one of the steps to be completed to change to local settlement. The member must also ensure to complete the local BSP form to finalize this change.